
Figure 1: Thumbring, sliding and
touching on the finger segments.
10 items are arranged on the 10
finger segments. The panel is
shown on the smart glass. Right:
prototype with 2 IMUs on the
thumb and back of the hand.
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Figure 2: The results of the pilot
study. Left: red for side and blue for
front part of finger segments. 12
segments are enumerated. Right:
Preference mean scores using a
7-point Likert scale.
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Abstract
We propose an input device, ThumbRing, for items selec-
tion on head-mounted displays (HMDs) or smart glasses.
ThumbRing is a ring with an inertial measurement unit
(IMU) worn on the thumb to track the motion. By arrang-
ing an item to a finger segment, users touch and slide fin-
ger segments to select the items. To resist shake in mobile
conditions such as walking, another IMU is attached to the
back of the hand to compute relative angles between the
hand and the thumb. Sliding and touching the segments
with the thumb in the hand provide privacy, subtlety, natural
haptic feedback and similar input area to smartphones.
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Introduction
Head-mounted displays (HMDs) and smart glasses have
good visual output but unsatisfied input approaches. Google
Glass provides voice input with little privacy and a touch
pad on the side offering limited gestures, making users fa-
tigued when lifting the hand to touch. Other HMDs require
extra wired controllers held, which is inconvenient. We pro-



pose a wearable input device for HMDs and smart glasses
providing privacy, subtlety and high mobility. Many studies
provide input methods using wearable devices which can
be used as HMDs and smart glasses input. Using a magne-
tometer [1, 3, 4, 5] or a camera [2, 6, 7, 8, 9] to track finger
motion and pose are common approaches.

We propose a wearable input device ThumbRing for HMDs
and smart glasses. ThumbRing detects thumb motion and
pose using a ring with an inertial measurement unit (IMU).
The finger segments, nature landmarks, are arranged with
items so users slide and touch the segments to select items
on HMDs or smart glasses with the thumb. The pose is the
similar to use smartphones with one hand. To make Thum-
bRing work in mobile conditions such as walking, another
IMU attached on back of the hand in Figure 1 is used to
obtain relative angles between the thumb and the hand.
ThumbRing provides following contributions. (1) Privacy
and subtlety using sliding and touching gestures on the
segments in the hand. (2) Sufficient input area is similar
to smartphones. (3) Haptic feedback is provided by finger
segments, natural landmarks, on the hand. (4) High social
acceptance wearable device due to the ring form-factor. (5)
High mobility is supported by relative angles from two IMUs.

Figure 3: A totol of 1100 relative
angles collected from the 11
classes from a participant for
training. Three axes are angle of
yaw, pitch and roll in degrees.

Figure 4: The experiment results.
Selection time (up) and error rate
(down) in different conditions and
commitment approaches.

Design
People are accustomed to performing touch input with the
thumb when using smartphones with one hand. We use
the thumb and finger segments to propose a subtle input
method for item selection on HMDs. The users, wearing
ThumbRing on the thumb, maintain the same pose when
using smartphones but touch finger segments instead of
the touchscreen as input. We assign an item to a finger
segment, as shown in Figure 1. Using the IMU in the ring,
ThumbRing is able to track the thumb pose and recognize
which finger segment is touched. Users slide the thumb on

fingers to move to the target segment and commit with the
proposed commitment gesture. Finger segments provide
nature landmarks for touch input, so the users keep the
thumb contacting with fingers to maintain haptic feedback
and reduce jitter problem in the whole procedure. 10 finger
segments including the side part of segment 1 to 9 and the
front part of segment 12 were used as input area in Thum-
bRing based on a pilot study, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Although the IMU tracks the thumb in ThumbRing, in mo-
bile conditions such as walking, the body or hand shake.
Thus, different orientations are detected in the same touch
gesture. We use another IMU attached to the back of the
hand to construct a relative angular coordinate system [10].
These two IMUs obtain similar relative angles in different
hand poses only if touching on the same segment. We fur-
ther build a training model using the K-nearest neighbors
algorithm (KNN). In item selection, the relative angles are
classified into proper segments. In target commitment,
users touch on the target segment, lift the thumb to the
position similar to the thumbs-up gesture, and tap thumb
back to the segment. Combining the 10 segments and tap
gesture, 11 classes are required for training using the KNN
(Figure 3). We evaluated the performance of ThumbRing
in different conditions and commitment approaches. The
results showed that accuracy are 92.3% and 89.7% in the
sitting and walking conditions, respectively (Figure 4).

Conclusion
ThumbRing provides privacy, subtlety, haptic feedback
and sufficient input area. Using relative angles from the
two IMUs, ThumbRing is tolerant in mobile conditions. 10
segments are defined as the input area. The performance
of ThumbRing in different conditions and commitment ap-
proaches is evaluated. We also envision that ThumbRing
provides eyes-free and continuous input in the future.
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